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Abstract
We introduce the Denver Pain Authenticity Stimulus Set (D-PASS), a free resource containing 315 videos of 105 unique indi-
viduals expressing authentic and posed pain. All expressers were recorded displaying one authentic (105; pain was elicited via 
a pressure algometer) and two posed (210) expressions of pain (one posed expression recorded before [posed-unrehearsed] and 
one recorded after [posed-rehearsed] the authentic pain expression). In addition to authentic and posed pain videos, the database 
includes an accompanying codebook including metrics assessed at the expresser and video levels (e.g., Facial Action Coding 
System metrics for each video controlling for neutral images of the expresser), expressers’ pain threshold and pain tolerance values, 
averaged pain detection performance by naïve perceivers who viewed the videos (e.g., accuracy, response bias), neutral images 
of each expresser, and face characteristic rating data for neutral images of each expresser (e.g., attractiveness, trustworthiness). 
The stimuli and accompanying codebook can be accessed for academic research purposes from https:// digit alcom mons. du. edu/ 
lsdl_ dpass/1/. The relatively large number of stimuli allow for consideration of expresser-level variability in analyses and enable 
more advanced statistical approaches (e.g., signal detection analyses). Furthermore, the large number of Black (n = 41) and White 
(n = 56) expressers permits investigations into the role of race in pain expression, perception, and authenticity detection. Finally, 
the accompanying codebook may provide pilot data for novel investigations in the intergroup or pain sciences.

Keywords Emotion · Intergroup relations · Pain · Interpersonal sensitivity

Denver Pain Authenticity Stimulus 
Set (D-PASS): A database of authentic 
and feigned facial pain expressions

Expressions of pain communicate distress to perceivers and 
thereby signal a need for help or cue dangerous situations or 
environments (for review, Williams, 2002). Pain expressions 

are characterized by a unique combination of verbal (e.g., 
vocal expressions, screaming) and nonverbal cues (e.g., body 
and facial movements) that differentiate pain from other 
emotional and physical communicative cues. Although the 
expression of pain is multifaceted, we focus here on one 
system of pain communication—facial expression.

Pain expressions involve multiple facial muscle move-
ments classified as action units (AUs). These AUs include 
the lowering of the brow (corrugator supercilli muscle, 
AU4), raising of cheek and tightening of eyelids (both 
parts of the orbicularis oculi muscle–orbital and palpebral 
regions, AU6 and AU7), wrinkling of the nose, raising of 
the upper lip (both parts of levator labii muscle—superioris 
and alaeque nasi, AU9 and AU10), and closing of the eyes 
(orbicularis oculi muscle, AU43; e.g., Craig et al., 1992; 
LeResche & Dworkin, 1984; Prkachin, 1992; Prkachin & 
Solomon, 2008). Combinations of these AUs generate rec-
ognizable patterns of facial expressions that signal pain to 
perceivers, although it is important to note that pain expres-
sions are dynamic, heterogeneous, and vary across types of 
pain or contexts (for review, Kunz et al., 2019). Nonetheless, 
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facial expressions of pain are discernable from other facial 
expressions of emotion (Kappesser & de Williams, 2002; 
Simon et al., 2008).

Pain expression is theorized to serve the function of pro-
voking sympathy or eliciting quick action from onlookers 
(Fordyce, 1976). Others’ pain expressions quickly capture 
attention (Baum et al., 2013) and generate neural (for a 
review, Jackson et al., 2006; for a meta-analysis, Lamm et al., 
2011) and behavioral (Vaughan & Lanzetta, 1980) responses 
consistent with actual experiences of pain. For example, 
viewing expressions of pain leads observers to engage in 
facial mimicry and to show activation in facial AUs con-
sistent with actual pain expressions (Vaughan & Lanzetta, 
1980). Further, experiencing pain and viewing others’ pain 
both generate brain activation in the anterior cingulate cortex 
and the anterior insula (Lamm et al., 2011), areas associated 
with increased altruism and helping behavior (FeldmanHall 
et al., 2015; Hein et al., 2010). Thus, expressions of pain 
elicit automatic attentional, neural, and behavioral responses 
that can encourage supportive action from onlookers.

Authenticity of facial pain expressions

Because facial pain expressions quickly attract attention and 
stimulate action, there are many motives for simulating pain 
expressions, including financial incentives, avoiding respon-
sibilities, or gaining access to prescription pain medications 
for nonmedical use (e.g., profit; Fordyce, 1976; Rigg et al., 
2010). Because pain is a common experience and numerous 
motivations for faking pain exist, researchers have become 
increasingly interested in investigating the process by which 
people differentiate genuine pain expressions from simu-
lated (i.e., faked, posed) pain expressions. To investigate 
this phenomenon, many research teams have created stimu-
lus sets depicting either authentic pain expressions (e.g., 
De Ruddere et al., 2013; Drwecki et al., 2011; Gruss et al., 
2019; Lucey et al., 2011; Prkachin & Mercer, 1989; Velana 
et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2014; Zhang 
et al., 2016) or posed pain expressions (e.g., Matuszewski 
et al., 2011; Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2020; Roy et al., 2007; 
Sheng & Han, 2012; Simon et al., 2008). Fewer teams have 
created stimulus sets containing both authentic and posed 
expressions of pain (e.g., Craig et al., 1991; Larochette et al., 
2006; Littlewort et al., 2007; Prkachin, 1992; Walter et al., 
2013). Importantly, databases incorporating both authentic 
and posed pain facilitate examining differences between 
genuine and posed pain expressions as well as exploring 
perceivers’ capacity for differentiating authenticity, which 
may be central to appropriate responses to (e.g., helping 
behavior) and treatment of (e.g., opioid administration) 
pain. We define authentic pain databases as those featuring 
images of individuals’ genuine facial expressions in response 

to painful stimuli (e.g., cold pressor task, electrical muscle 
stimulation). In contrast, we define posed pain databases as 
those featuring images of individuals who are feigning facial 
expressions of pain in the absence of a painful stimulus.

Current work

This work advances two goals. First, we briefly summarize 
extant pain stimulus sets. Compiling a (non-exhaustive) list 
of accessible pain expression databases will enable future 
researchers to more effectively identify and employ stimulus 
sets that meet their scholarly needs. Because stimulus crea-
tion is labor-intensive, identifying and encouraging the use 
of existing resources both increases research efficiency and 
acknowledges the researchers who created these stimulus 
sets. Second, we introduce a new database: the Denver Pain 
Authenticity Stimulus Set (D-PASS), including both authen-
tic and posed expressions of pain. Despite the strengths of 
existing databases, there are shared limitations: (1) few sets 
include both authentic and posed expressions, (2) stimulus 
counts are often low, (3) databases can be difficult, if not 
impossible, to access, and (4) racial representation is lim-
ited. This new D-PASS database is uniquely beneficial to the 
field of pain expression and perception research because it 
provides a sample of primarily Black and White men and 
women expressing authentic and posed pain. The combina-
tion of racial and gender diversity, norming data, relatively 
high stimulus counts, and both authentic and posed expres-
sions of pain represent notable strengths of the D-PASS. In 
combination, these features enable more advanced statistical 
approaches (e.g., signal detection theory) and more inclusiv-
ity in the science of pain expression and perception.

Existing pain databases

In Table 1, we identify a non-exhaustive list of eight databases 
featuring adults’ facial expressions of pain1 that are available 
to researchers. Although not summarized here, Hassan et al. 
(2021) also provide a more comprehensive review of data sets 
featuring facial expressions of pain that are not openly avail-
able. Databases included below are largely divided into two 
subgroups: posed pain databases and authentic pain databases. 
A major advantage of authentic pain databases is that they 
include genuine expressions of pain, in part because there are 
meaningful differences between authentic and posed expres-
sions of pain (e.g., Bartlett et al., 2014; Craig et al., 1991; Hill 

1 There are also several pain databases not included here that feature 
pain through bodily movements (e.g., Walsh et al., 2014) or vocaliza-
tions (e.g., Belin et al., 2008).
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& Craig, 2002; Littlewort et al., 2007, 2009), raising impor-
tant concerns about whether posed stimuli can serve as rea-
sonable alternatives to authentic pain stimuli in pain percep-
tion and expression research. Posed databases likely capture 
caricatures of the pain expression as participants are recorded 
in response to single labels of emotions (i.e., pain) or brief 
descriptions of the emotion (Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2020; 
Roy et al., 2007). These designs may limit natural expression 
variability, and researchers have questioned the prominence 
and frequency of these posed (and often exaggerated) facial 
displays in daily life (Zhang et al., 2014).

We identified only one openly available adult pain database 
that includes both authentic and posed pain expressions: Bio-
Vid Heat Pain Database (Walter et al., 2013). In this database, 
90 expressers underwent a thermal pain administration with 
four different pain intensities while being videotaped. This 
procedure was repeated with and without facial electromyo-
graphy (EMG). Participants were also videotaped while pos-
ing pain. Thus, the BioVid Heat Pain Database provides useful 
stimuli for researchers interested in pain authenticity questions. 
Although other researchers have produced stimuli that include 
expressers displaying both authentic and posed pain, these 
stimuli have not been aggregated into a resource that is readily 
accessible via download or upon request. For example, among 
the most impressive data sets of this type is Craig et al.’ (1991) 
stimulus set in which 120 patients with chronic lower back pain 
were asked to express genuine pain during painful physiother-
apy exercises, to suppress pain during the same exercises, and 
then fake pain by attempting to mimic their previous genuine 
pain expression (Craig et al., 1991). Unfortunately, this data set 
is not able to be shared with outside researchers. Restrictions 
on shared materials are fairly commonplace in pain expression 
research due to human subjects constraints (e.g., IRB approval 
was not sought before stimulus collection for shared use) or pro-
tections (e.g., participants are patients whose privacy and health 
status must be protected) that often accompany pain expression 
stimuli. To advance the field of pain perception and expression, 
researchers must have access to reputable, high-quality stimuli 
that can fit their specific research needs.

Additionally, most existing and accessible pain expres-
sion databases do not purposefully recruit for racial diver-
sity, limiting generalizability of findings beyond White 
expressers. Indeed, Dildine and Atlas (2019) highlight the 
homogeneity of pain expression stimuli particularly with 
respect to race and ethnicity, calling for pain researchers to 
(1) collect diverse samples, (2) more conscientiously report 
demographics, and (3) systematically consider ethnic and 
cultural factors in the study of pain. Further amplifying this 
call, previous emotion research supports the existence of 
cross-cultural and sub-cultural (e.g., racial, ethnic, gender) 
differences in display rules (prescribed rules about emo-
tional expression learned through socialization) and expres-
sion dialects (i.e., patterns of expression akin to dialects 

in language; Elfenbein, 2013; Elfenbein et al., 2007; Mat-
sumoto, 1990, 1993). Thus, it remains an open question 
whether pain expressions (intensity, frequency, or patterns 
of action unit activation) and expression decoding might dif-
fer by expresser race. Greater representation in stimuli would 
also allow researchers to examine contributions of pain 
expression or pain perception biases to race disparities in 
pain care. Indeed, people of color and especially Black indi-
viduals in the United States receive less intensive (Ander-
son et al., 2009; Pletcher et al., 2008; Singhal et al., 2016), 
less guideline-directed (Schpero et al., 2017), and less sat-
isfactory (Goldstein et al., 2010) pain care than comparable 
White individuals. These disparities make the lack of racial 
diversity in pain expression databases a substantive concern.

Despite the overall lack of expresser diversity, there are 
research teams attending to issues of representation (Mende-
Siedlecki et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016). 
For example, Mende-Siedlecki et al.’ (2020) Delaware Pain 
Database has 229 posed pain expressions from Asian, Black, 
Hispanic/Latinx, and White male and female models. The avail-
able stimuli consist of models exhibiting posed painful expres-
sions in response to several different pain related prompts (e.g., 
“receiving an electric shock via electrode”) and were asked to 
create expressions varied in intensity (e.g., 2, 5, or 8 out of 10 in 
intensity). In this way, the authors sought to elicit variable pain 
expressions from models. Importantly, this database enables 
integration of previously unconnected subfields (e.g., inter-
group relations and pain expression) and allows for exploration 
into the role of perceivers’ perceptual and judgment biases in 
pain recognition. For example, Mende-Siedlecki et al. (2019) 
used this database to provide evidence for racial bias in pain 
perception, such that White participants had a higher threshold 
for identifying pain on Black (relative to White) faces. That is, 
White participants required more intense pain displays to label a 
face as in pain for Black faces relative to White faces. However, 
the Delaware Pain Database features only posed and computer-
generated pain expressions. Although this work thoughtfully 
and creatively examines racial biases in pain perception, it is 
unclear whether such biases exist in response to authentic or 
spontaneous expressions of pain (the types of pain expressions 
that medical providers are pressed to identify and treat) or 
whether expression dialect or display norms may vary across 
race in authentic pain expression. Further, without authentic 
pain expression stimuli, questions concerning pain authenticity 
detection cannot be directly tested.

The Denver pain authenticity stimulus set 
(D-PASS)

We introduce the Denver Pain Authenticity Stimulus Set 
(D-PASS), which includes 315 videos of 105 unique indi-
viduals. Individuals featured in the database (referred to 
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as “expressers”) self-reported their race (41 Black, one 
Latino/a, six Multiracial, 56 White, one who did not wish 
to disclose) and gender (52 men, 53 women). All express-
ers were recorded displaying one authentic (105) and two 
posed (210) expressions of pain (one posed expression 
recorded before [posed-unrehearsed] and one recorded 
after [posed-rehearsed] the authentic pain expression). 
The total set of 315 videos constitutes a relatively large 
set of authentic and posed pain stimuli. In addition to mak-
ing the videos available for academic research purposes, 
we provide an accompanying codebook including metrics 
assessed at the expresser (e.g., demographics, pain toler-
ance, naïve rater evaluations) and video level (e.g., average 
accuracy, action unit analyses; see below for additional 
details). We believe the D-PASS provides at least four 
advantages to the research community.

First, the D-PASS purposefully recruited Black and 
White men and women. By considering expresser race 
and gender, researchers can begin to investigate expresser 
features that may impact pain expression and pain percep-
tion, or at the very least can better control for expresser-
level variance. The inclusion of largely Black and White 
expressers may also attract interest from researchers 
outside the pain literature. For example, intergroup and 
person perception researchers might find a database of 
Black and White expressers useful for examinations of 
own-race advantages in emotion recognition or for docu-
menting race-based biases in pain perception or empa-
thetic responding.

Second, the D-PASS includes both authentic and posed 
pain expressions, enabling continued investigation into the 
unique characteristics of authentic and posed pain expres-
sions. Further, by ensuring the same expressers displayed 
both authentic and posed pain, researchers can de-con-
found identity and expression, or at least separate expres-
sion variance from expresser variance. Illustrating the 
importance of a database that offers authentic and posed 
stimuli alongside racial diversity, the intergroup relations 
literature suggests perceivers struggle to discern expres-
sion authenticity when attempting to read the emotions 
of racial outgroup and minority group members relative 
to racial ingroup and majority group members (Friesen 
et al., 2019; Gray et al., 2008; Lloyd et al., 2017; Lloyd 
& Hugenberg, 2021; Weathers et al., 2002). Recent work 
using a subset of the D-PASS stimuli found that race defi-
cits in emotion authenticity detection extended to pain 
expressions (Lloyd et al., 2022). Across six studies (three 
of which feature D-PASS stimuli), the authors provided 
evidence that perceivers, regardless of race (Black and 
White) and medical expertise (laypeople and medical pro-
viders), struggled to discern real from fake expressions 
of pain on the faces of Black relative to White D-PASS 
expressers.

Third, the D-PASS is a large database of videos 
(N = 315) matching or exceeding the size of comparable 
databases. This size provides multiple advantages, perhaps 
foremost that it permits conducting signal detection analy-
ses (Green & Swets, 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005), 
affording greater insights into the mechanisms underlying 
pain detection. Historically, researchers have focused on 
accuracy as the key metric of pain detection. In contrast, 
signal detection approaches allow researchers to avoid 
confounding the ability to discriminate between authentic 
and posed pain (i.e., sensitivity) with the tendency to favor 
one response over another (i.e., response bias). Few stud-
ies in the pain detection literature have used signal detec-
tion analyses, a shortcoming that is due, at least in part, to 
small stimulus sets prohibiting signal detection analyses. 
Notably, the Lloyd et al.’ (2022) work cited above con-
ducted signal detection analyses in all studies employing 
D-PASS stimuli. This approach allowed for a test whether 
race biased pain authenticity judgments (e.g., do perceiv-
ers use the fake response more frequently for Black than 
White expressers) or whether race impacted sensitivity 
in discerning pain authenticity (i.e., were perceivers less 
able to discern authentic from posed expressions for Black 
than White expressers). Lloyd and colleagues observed 
robust evidence for sensitivity deficits; however, there was 
not compelling evidence for response bias effects across 
expresser race. In sum, having a database with a larger 
number of stimuli will provide researchers with more 
sophisticated inferential tools, and accordingly, with better 
insights into the psychological processes underlying pain 
judgments. To our knowledge, the D-PASS constitutes the 
only database that includes a large stimulus set of Black 
and White men and women expressing both authentic and 
posed pain. Thus, this database will serve the needs of 
many pain and intergroup researchers and support schol-
arly advances.

Finally, the D-PASS not only provides access to authentic 
and posed pain videos, but it provides supporting data and 
materials. The D-PASS includes Facial Action Coding System 
(FACS) data for each video (controlling for neutral images of 
the expresser), expressers’ pain threshold and pain tolerance 
values as assessed by a pressure algometer (described in detail 
below), averaged pain detection performance by perceivers 
who viewed the videos (e.g., accuracy), neutral images of each 
expresser, and face characteristic rating data for neutral images 
of each expresser (e.g., attractiveness, trustworthiness). These 
additional elements of the D-PASS may provide pilot data for 
new lines of inquiry.

In sum, we believe the D-PASS can offer insights into 
numerous pain expression (e.g., “Are people better at faking 
pain after experiencing it?”), pain perception (e.g., “How 
do real expressions of pain differ from feigned expres-
sions of pain?”), and intergroup relations (e.g., “Are Black 
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individuals evaluated as less trustworthy or attractive than 
White individuals?”) questions, as well as questions at the 
intersection of these fields (e.g., “Do Black and White indi-
viduals differentially suppress pain?”). Indeed, researchers 
have already begun to use this resource to answer theoreti-
cally and practically valuable questions (Lloyd et al., 2022).

Our primary goal in generating the D-PASS was to cre-
ate a resource (stimuli and accompanying data) to facilitate 
new investigations, inquiries, and advances. Thus, we aimed 
to address previous stimuli limitation, collect auxiliary 
measures and relevant constructs, share norming data, and 
make this resource easily accessible. Although we suggest 
research questions and ideas throughout this manuscript that 
can be tested with the D-PASS, the goal of the current work 
is to describe and disseminate the resource rather than to test 
specific theory-driven hypotheses. Accordingly, we describe 
the creation and composition of the D-PASS database, and 
we provide instructions for accessing the database. Creation 
of this database was not preregistered.

Database access

This database has been made accessible to academic 
researchers who agree to the usage terms at https:// digit 
alcom mons. du. edu/ lsdl_ dpass/1/. Before downloading, 
researchers are required to agree to the terms of use indi-
cated on the website and return the signed usage agreement 
as directed. Upon agreement, the entire database and asso-
ciated codebook can be downloaded for free. Of note, the 
openly accessible D-PASS and codebook do not include 
either expresser responses to questionnaires (described in 
more detail below) or the full video recording from each 
expresser lab session (from which video clips and still 
images were extracted). These components include personal 
(e.g., name) and health (e.g., history of painful injury) infor-
mation from expressers as well as experimenter identifying 
information (i.e., name, video). Access to these components 
are therefore restricted in accordance with human subjects’ 
protections (IRB#01365r).

Database creation

Creation of the D-PASS involves five phases. Phase 1 
describes the generation of neutral expression and pain 
expression stimuli from expressers. Phase 2 outlines editing 
and preparation of these stimuli for inclusion in the data-
base. Phase 3 explains FACS coding of the videos. Phase 4 
describes the collection of trait norming data of the neutrally 
expressed images. Finally, Phase 5 reports average perfor-
mance data (i.e., average video-level accuracy) from partici-
pants who viewed the D-PASS pain videos. This research 
program was approved by the institutional review boards at 

Miami University (IRB#01365r; Phases 1–5) and the Uni-
versity of Denver (IRB#1329885; Phases 4–5).

Phase 1: Stimulus generation

Expressers

One hundred and eleven college student, staff, and com-
munity member participants were recruited to serve as pain 
expressers from a small college town in Ohio. Individuals 
with a current or history of permanent injury or nerve dam-
age in the hand were not eligible to participate. Recruitment 
efforts targeted individuals who self-identified as Black or 
White. Expressers were recruited via Sona Systems, fly-
ers, emails to campus organizations, and snowball recruit-
ment strategies (e.g., participants were encouraged to invite 
their friends to participate). In exchange for participation, 
expressers received course credit, $10, or $20 (cash val-
ues differed dependent on time-point collected; payment 
increased over time). Incentives and recruitment strategies 
likely restricted age, socioeconomic, and cultural variability 
among expressers (a point to which we return in the dis-
cussion); however, we did not collect information on cul-
tural background or experiences (e.g., place of birth, list of 
places lived). Five individuals were excluded from the data 
set (two did not engage in the pain administration task, two 
had video recording errors, and one withdrew their hand 
suddenly during the pain administration task). Finally, one 
individual participated twice, and we excluded all data and 
videos collected during this individual’s second session. 
Thus, there are 105 unique expressers in the D-PASS data-
base. The final sample of expressers ranged in age from 
17–28 (Mage = 19.47; SDage = 1.91); 52 identified as men, 
and 53 as women; 41 identified as Black, one Latinx, six 
Multiracial, 56 White, and one did not disclose race.

Materials and laboratory configuration 

Pressure algometer Algometers are devices used by research-
ers and medical providers to elicit and measure pain via the pre-
cise application of increasing force. We used a Wagner Force 
FPX50 algometer, which is a hand-held device with a 1 cm 
rubber tip that is pressed into bone, muscle, joint, tendon, or 
ligament with increasing pressure to impose painful pressure 
and to gauge pain threshold (i.e., point at which pressure is first 
considered to be painful) and tolerance (i.e., point at which pain-
ful pressure stimulus is no longer tolerated). In this case, the 
algometer was placed on the fifth metacarpal of the expresser’s 
left hand. The left hand was selected based on the configura-
tion of the room and camera location (described in greater detail 
below). This placement and brand of algometer have been suc-
cessfully used in previous pain research (Kinser et al., 2009; 
Schwartzman et al., 2009).
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Camera Videos were recorded using a Sony DSCWX220/B 
18.2 megapixel digital camera. The camera was attached to 
a tripod with a fixed location 48 inches from the expresser.

Laboratory configuration During video recording, express-
ers sat in a chair behind a table facing the camera. The chair’s 
height was adjusted for each expresser to ensure they were in 
frame without moving the stationary camera. Behind express-
ers, a white wall and white screen obstructed all other visual 
information in the environment. Expressers placed their right 
hands on a push-button bell affixed to the table. This bell ena-
bled expressers to signal pain threshold (the point at which they 
first felt pain) and tolerance (the point at which they could no 
longer endure the pain) during video recordings without speak-
ing or vocalization. Expressers placed their left hands through a 
small slot in a divider screen attached to the table. This configu-
ration allowed the experimenter to administer painful pressure 
while preventing expressers from viewing the experimenter or 
the pressure administration and thereby encouraged expressers 
to face the camera during the procedure.

Questionnaires Expressers completed several question-
naires assessing self-reported previous experiences with 
pain (adapted from Ruben & Hall, 2013), pain sensitivity 
(Hoffman et al., 2016), life hardship (Hoffman & Trawal-
ter, 2016), and experiences of discrimination (Major et al., 
2013). These questionnaires are not included as part of the 
openly accessible D-PASS database. Although expressers 
consented to their videos and demographic information (age, 
race, gender) being shared as part of the D-PASS database, 
they did not consent to include these questionnaire responses 
(which include personal life and health history). If research-
ers wish to examine research questions using data from these 
questionnaires, they may contact the corresponding author 
to discuss access to aggregate data analyses or de-identified 
questionnaire responses.

Procedure Participants (i.e., expressers) arrived at the 
laboratory one at a time. Upon entering the laboratory, 
expressers were greeted by two experimenters. The pri-
mary experimenter directed the session, while the second-
ary experimenter administered the pressure algometer. The 
same person served as secondary experimenter for all ses-
sions to ensure consistency in the use of the apparatus. The 
primary experimenter greeted expressers at the beginning 
of each session and explained that expressers would be cre-
ating stimuli for use in future research. Before beginning 
recording, expressers were instructed how the pain admin-
istration task would proceed. The primary experimenter 
explained that the secondary experimenter would place the 
pressure algometer on the expresser’s left hand2 and slowly 
increase pressure. Expressers were instructed to ring the 
bell with their right hand when their pain threshold was 

met and a second time when their pain tolerance had been 
met. Pain threshold was described as the point at which 
they would first label the pressure as painful. Pain toler-
ance was described as the point at which the pain was no 
longer tolerable. Expressers were assured that, at the sec-
ond bell, administration of the pressure would immediately 
cease, and their pain would quickly dissipate. Expressers 
then watched as the secondary experimenter demonstrated 
the pain induction task on the primary experimenter. 
Expressers were asked if they had any remaining questions 
before continuing to the video recording task. We note 
that lab-based assessment of pain threshold and tolerance 
is complex, as these constructs are affected by emotion 
inductions (Carter et al., 2002), performance expectations 
or instructions (e.g., gender expectations; Robinson et al., 
2003), and manipulations of threat and insecurity (Chen & 
Jackson, 2019; Chou et al., 2016). Thus, we attempted to 
carefully control the lab environment (e.g., physical envi-
ronment, experimenters, instructions); however, as readers 
may note below (Table 3), threshold and tolerance values 
varied widely.

There were four portions of the video recording task: 
(1) neutral expressions, (2) posed-unrehearsed pain 
expressions (posed expressions of pain prior to the expe-
rience of authentic pain), (3) authentic pain expressions, 
and (4) posed-rehearsed pain expressions (posed expres-
sions of pain after the experience of authentic pain). The 
first portion of the video recording task captured express-
ers exhibiting a neutral expression for 30 seconds. In the 
second portion of the video recording task (posed pain 
expressions), expressers attempted to simulate painful 
expressions while the pressure algometer was placed on 
their left hands but no pressure was applied. They were 
instructed to ring the bell once at their fake pain thresh-
old and a second time at their fake pain tolerance. The 
primary experimenter issued the following instructions 
before beginning the task3: “During this task, the pres-
sure algometer will be placed on your left hand, but no 
pressure will be administered. During this task, you will 
ring the bell with your right hand twice: once at your faked 
pain threshold—that’s when you’re faking that the pres-
sure is first experienced as painful and a second time at 
your faked pain tolerance—that is when you are faking 
that you can no longer withstand the pain. This portion of 

2 There is some evidence that people are more sensitive to pain 
administration on their nondominant hand (e.g., Özcan et al., 2004). 
Experimenters were asked to log if expressers were left-handed; no 
such reports were made.
3 Experimenters were provided a script and memorized the script 
prior to beginning data collection. However, experimenters did not 
read the script during session and exact wording varied slightly across 
participants.
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the task will conclude once the second bell is rung. Your 
goal is to convince whomever is watching the video that 
you are actually undergoing the pain administration task. 
We encourage you to try to be as convincing as possible.”

In the third portion of the video recording task, express-
ers engaged in the pain induction task to create an authentic 
pain video. The pressure algometer was placed on the fifth 
metacarpal of the left hand, and the secondary experimenter 
gradually increased pressure. Expressers were instructed to 
ring the bell with their right hand first at their pain threshold 
and a second time at their pain tolerance. Prior to the pain 
manipulation, these terms were again defined for express-
ers. At each bell (threshold and tolerance), the secondary 
experimenter stated aloud the amount of pressure withstood 
in newtons (N). The primary experimenter recorded this 
value. These values are included in the D-PASS codebook 
for each expresser. A maximum value of 250 N was set 
to protect against injury (Bernstein & Claypool, 2012). At 
the second bell, the secondary experimenter immediately 
removed the pressure algometer, discontinuing the painful 
stimulus. The primary experimenter issued the following 
instructions before beginning the task: “During this por-
tion of the task, increasing pressure will be administered to 
your left hand. During this task, you will ring the bell with 
your right hand twice: once at your pain threshold—that’s 
when you first experience the pressure as painful—and a 
second time at your pain tolerance—that’s when you can no 
longer withstand the pain. During this task, pressure will 
continue to increase until one of two events occurs: (1) your 
pain tolerance is met—meaning the pain is no longer toler-
able—and you ring the bell for a second time or (2) pressure 
reaches a previously designated cutoff. This cutoff is set as 
a safety precaution. Once you ring the bell or this maxi-
mum pressure cutoff has been met, we will immediately 
discontinue the administration of pressure. Please freely 
express your pain during this time, avoiding exaggeration 
or suppression.”

In the fourth portion of the video recording task, express-
ers repeated the procedure for the posed pain expression. The 
instructions from the primary experimenter matched those 
from the first posed expression. A second posed pain expres-
sion was collected to enable examinations of whether recent 
experiences of authentic pain may influence posed expres-
sions of pain (e.g., whether posed pain expressions are more 
convincing following an authentic pain experience). Follow-
ing the conclusion of the video recording task, expressers 
were escorted to another room where they completed ques-
tionnaires and were debriefed, thanked, and compensated. 
After debriefing and compensation, participants were asked 
to provide consent for the researchers to (1) cut, edit, and ana-
lyze their videos, and (2) distribute their video clips for use 
in future research. All participants signed both video consent 

forms enabling their session recordings to be cut, edited, and 
shared as a research resource.4

Phase 2: Stimulus preparation and video editing

Video editing

Neutral still images The 30-second neutral expressions were 
used to create a static image clip of each expresser. Neutral 
still images were used in face expression analyses (described 
below) and to collect normed appearance ratings of each 
expresser (described below). These neutral still images 
are also included in database materials for use by future 
researchers.

Pain videos Authentic and posed pain expression video clips 
were created from the session recording. For these videos, 
we aimed to capture expressers’ most intense facial expres-
sions and to standardize clip duration so that video duration 
would not be a cue to pressure administered. All audio was 
removed from video clips. Thus, authentic and posed pain 
videos are identical in length and contain no auditory cues.

Phase 3: Automated FaceReader FACS analysis

FaceReader 7.0 by Noldus was used to analyze videos 
frame by frame (Noldus Information Technology, Wage-
ningen, Netherlands). FaceReader works by first iden-
tifying a face using a Viola–Jones algorithm (Viola & 
Jones, 2001), then models the expresser face using an 
algorithmic approach based on the active appearance 
method (Cootes & Taylor, 2001), and lastly, classifies 
facial expressions based on an artificial neural network 
(Bishop, 1995). FaceReader detects seven emotions (hap-
piness, sadness, anger, surprise, fear, contempt, and dis-
gust), neutral expression (i.e., lack of emotion), valence 
(negative to positive), and intensity on the basis of the 
Facial Action Coding System (Ekman & Friesen, 1976). 
For each frame of video, the basic emotions, valence, 
arousal, and AUs are scored on a scale of 0–1. For AUs 
and emotions, 0 indicates no emotion or AU is present, 
and 1 indicates its maximum intensity. Intensity can also 
be scored as discrete categories of Trace (.00–.16), Slight 
(.16–.26), Pronounced (.26–.58), Severe (.58–.90), and 
Maximum (.90–1.0) (Ekman et al., 2002). FaceReader 
software calculates valence as the difference between 
pleasant and unpleasant emotion intensities, while 
arousal is an index of overall AU activation. Previous 

4 One participant asked that their videos not be shown to participants 
at their home institution for at least 1 year; this request was recorded 
in our log and honored.
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research has found FaceReader to be valid and reliable 
when compared to human coders (den Uyl & Kuilenberg, 
2005; Lewinski et al., 2014; Terzis et al., 2010). Moreo-
ver, FaceReader can recognize facial expressions of emo-
tion with high accuracy, ranging from 84.8% for disgust 
to 95.9% for happiness (Loijens et al., 2015). A sizable 
limitation of FaceReader is that its training and valida-
tion largely relied on White individuals. Thus, FaceRead-
er’s utility for more diverse samples is an open ques-
tion. Although in the current work we use FaceReader to 
characterize our database, we believe that the D-PASS 
could be useful in future research to systematically test 
concerns regarding the limitations and generalizability 
of FaceReader or similar programs designed to assess 
human expressions.

Prior to analysis, each expresser’s own neutral expres-
sion was used to calibrate videos to correct for any poten-
tial face structure or expresser-specific biases in Fac-
eReader coding. For example, some people look happy, 
angry, or sad, even though they are showing a neutral or 
"resting" expression (Hester, 2019). By calibrating partic-
ipants' videos to their own neutral expression, FaceReader 
can correct for these person-specific biases toward both 
certain facial expressions and emotional expression inten-
sities. FaceReader was unable to calibrate five expressers 
(i.e., 15 videos). FaceReader coding with calibration was 
not completed for these targets, as indicated by “FALSE” 
in the codebook variable “calibrated”; for all other videos 
(ntargets = 100; nvideos = 300), calibration was successful as 
indicated by “TRUE.” The five second video clips from 
each authentic and posed pain video were then analyzed 
frame by frame to detect AUs typically associated with 
pain: AU04, AU06, AU07, AU09, AU10, AU12, AU20, 
AU25, AU26, AU43 (see Table 2; Craig et al., 1992; 
Gallant & Hadjistavropoulos, 2017). Across all available 
video frames for each video of each expresser, the mean 
of each AU was calculated and then summed to create a 
composite pain expression intensity score. We also ana-
lyzed all other AUs available in FaceReader (i.e., AU01, 
AU02, AU05, AU14, AU15, AU17, AU18, AU23, AU24, 
AU27). Again, the mean of each AU was calculated and 
then summed to create a composite non-pain expres-
sion intensity score. FaceReader individual AU outputs 
as well as the pain and non-pain composite scores for 
each expresser’s three videos (i.e., two posed and one 
authentic videos) are included in the database codebook. 
It is important to note that not all frames were success-
fully coded by FaceReader in all videos. For example, for 
P045’s first posed pain video, only 74.2% of frames were 
successfully coded and contribute to FaceReader outputs. 
In the codebook, we provide information about the total 

number of frames in each video (i.e., total frames), the 
number of frames that were not successfully coded (i.e., 
missing_frames), and the proportion of frames success-
fully coded (i.e., prop_frames_coded). Calibration and 
coding failures appear to be primarily the result of low 
light on the face (i.e., insufficient contrast, brightness, or 
diffuse frontal lighting) and inadequate face information 
(e.g., expresser is wearing a hat, looks down, or turns to 
the side).

Phase 4: Collection of neutral expression trait rating

Rater participants

We recruited a naïve sample of 177 undergraduate partici-
pants (referred to as raters) to rate the expressers on numer-
ous traits based on their neutral images alone. Of the 177 
raters, 120 identified as women, 54 as men, and one as other 
(one did not disclose their gender, and one did not respond). 
Most raters identified as White (130 White, 12 Asian, 12 
Latino/a, 11 bi- or multiracial, two American Indian or 
Alaska Native, two Black, one Native Hawaiian or Pacific 
Islander, one Middle Eastern, one Turk, four did not wish to 
disclose, and one did not respond) and ranged in age from 
18 to 31 (Mage = 19.53, SDage = 1.74).

Table 2  Description of each action unit (AU) coded by FaceReader

Action unit Description

AU01 Inner brow raiser
AU02 Outer brow raiser
AU04 Brow lowerer
AU05 Upper lid raiser
AU06 Cheek raiser
AU07 Lid tightener
AU09 Nose wrinkler
AU10 Upper lid raiser
AU12 Lip corner puller
AU14 Dimpler
AU15 Lip corner depressor
AU17 Chin raiser
AU18 Lip puckerer
AU20 Lip stretcher
AU23 Lip tightener
AU24 Lip pressor
AU25 Lips part
AU26 Jaw drop
AU27 Mouth stretch
AU43 Eyes closed
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Procedure

The raters viewed a random subset of 30 neutral still images 
and rated each expresser on seven traits (i.e., trustworthy, 
dominant, warm, competent, attractive, threatening, and 
baby-faced), four social categorization indices (i.e., Afrocen-
tric [Black], Eurocentric [White], feminine, and masculine), 
and six emotions5 (i.e., fearful, angry, happy, disgusted, sad, 
and surprised). For each set of questions, raters were asked, 
“To what extent does this person appear … ” followed by 
the rating prompt. All ratings were on a scale from 1 (not at 
all) to 9 (extremely). The rating categories were presented 
in a fixed order (traits followed by social categorizations and 
then emotions); however, items within each rating category 
were presented in a random order. After the rating task, 
raters reported their own demographic information includ-
ing age, race, ethnicity, gender, and nationality.

Phase 5: Collection of pain detection accuracy

During creation of the D-PASS, several research groups 
requested access to the posed and authentic pain videos. 
Additionally, members of the author team conducted stud-
ies using the D-PASS stimuli. In exchange for use of the 
D-PASS stimuli prior to completion of this database, we 
requested that researchers report back any accuracy data 
collected from dichotomous choice (e.g., real vs. fake) pain 
detection tasks using D-PASS videos. For each relevant 
study conducted, researchers were asked to (a) provide a 
brief overview of the study sample6 (i.e., number of par-
ticipants, recruitment platform) and (b) indicate the total 
number of participants who viewed each video alongside 
the count of participants that correctly judged each video’s 
veracity (allowing for calculation of video-level accu-
racy). Each study featured only a subset of D-PASS vid-
eos selected for the specific purposes of the study, but we 
include data from these participants to include the maxi-
mum number of observations. To ensure that we had at least 
some accuracy data for all D-PASS videos, we gathered an 
additional sample, reported here, to assess pain detection 
accuracy (i.e., proportion of correct responses) for all vid-
eos in the database. In this additional sample, 191 college 
students (133 White/European American, 26 Asian, 13 Bi- 
or multiracial, 13 Latino/a, two Black/African American, 
one American Indian/Alaska Native, one Native Hawaiian/
Pacific Islander, one Middle Eastern, and one did not wish 

to disclose) viewed a subset of the videos and for each video 
made a “real” or “fake” classification. Data from our study 
was aggregated with that of other research teams to provide 
the most comprehensive accuracy data currently possible. 
In total, we aggregated video-level accuracy data from ten 
separate studies and 2016 participants. Of these ten stud-
ies, three are published with openly available data (Lloyd 
et al., 2022), and seven are unpublished. These experiments 
featured five mTurk samples (N = 900), four university stu-
dent samples (N = 991), and one medical provider sample 
(N = 125). We aggregated the accuracy7 data for each video 
across the ten studies and included these data in the video-
level codebook.

Database characterization & validation

Characterizing the database

The D-PASS database includes 315 video clips and 105 neu-
tral still images from 105 unique expressers; each expresser 
contributed two posed pain video clips, one authentic pain 
video clip, and one neutral image. These stimuli are accom-
panied by a detailed codebook divided into two levels of 
analysis: expresser-level analysis and video-level analysis. 
The codebook includes detailed descriptions of each vari-
able, including how each variable was assessed and the scal-
ing of each variable.

Expresser-level codebook

The expresser-level codebook includes demographic infor-
mation about each expresser (i.e., age, race, gender), each 
expresser’s recorded pain threshold and tolerance, and trait 
ratings of each expresser’s neutral still image. Descrip-
tive statistics for variables included in the expresser-level 
codebook are provided in Table 3 (demographic variables 
excluded).

Video-level codebook

The video-level codebook includes information about the 
corresponding expresser’s demographic characteristics (i.e., 
race, gender), category of pain expressed (i.e., posed-unre-
hearsed, authentic, posed-rehearsed), mean accuracy for the 
video in pain detection tasks, proportion of “real” responses 
(“real bias” or “truth bias”) in pain detection tasks, and 
FaceReader outputs. FaceReader outputs include intensity 

5 We did not include pain in our emotion rating task. We aimed to 
collect ratings of basic emotions and regrettably did not consider 
including pain.
6 We did not request more detailed demographic information and thus 
are unable to report on participant characteristics such as age, race, or 
gender.

7 Accuracy was calculated as the proportion of raters with correct 
responses. Accuracy = Number of correct responses

Number of total responses
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scores for 20 unique AUs, an estimate of seven emotion 
intensities (e.g., happy, sad), an aggregate of all pain- and 
non-pain-related AUs, and metrics of calibration and cod-
ing success (e.g., proportion of frames successfully coded). 
Mirroring past pain detection work, mean accuracy for a 
video in the pain detection task was near chance, 49.30% 
(SD = .12). Participants used the “real” and “fake” response 
options with equivalent frequency, 50.45% real responses 
(SD = .11). Table 4 provides descriptive statistics for a subset 
of FaceReader variables.

Validation of the D-PASS database

We now address two critical questions in the pain expres-
sion and pain authenticity detection literature to illustrate 
that past findings can be replicated using D-PASS stimuli. 
Although we do not elaborate upon these questions com-
prehensively, we sought to provide evidence that D-PASS 
videos have utility for pain authenticity and pain expression 
research.

Do the D-PASS authentic and posed videos contain pain 
expression signal?

Of primary interest in evaluating validity of the D-PASS is 
whether the authentic and posed pain video clips contain 

pain expression signal (i.e., are the pain-relevant muscle 
movements generated in D-PASS video clips similar to those 
identified in previous pain databases [posed and authentic]). 
Thus, we compared the expression intensity of pain-related 
action units to the intensity of non-pain action units from 
our FaceReader analyses within each video clip. Overall, 
D-PASS video clips contained more intense pain AUs 
(M = .06, SD = .06) than non-pain AUs (M = .02, SD = .03), 
t(303) = 13.53, p < .001, 95% CI [0.04, 0.05], d = 0.78, 

Table 3  Descriptive statistics from expresser-level codebook

Parentheses indicate measurement type: PA = pressure algometry; NIR = neutral image rating (average ratings by naïve evaluators)

Variable Mean SD Range Possible values

Pain threshold (PA) 46.10 20.33 15.00–108.00 0–250 Newtons
Pain tolerance (PA) 94.36 39.38 29.90–242.20 0–250 Newtons
Trustworthy (NIR) 4.40 0.71 2.84–6.26 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Dominant (NIR) 4.22 0.80 2.43–5.97 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Warm (NIR) 3.80 0.85 2.06–6.47 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Competent (NIR) 5.05 0.52 3.49–6.33 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Attractive (NIR) 4.28 0.91 2.71–7.04 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Threatening (NIR) 3.07 0.69 1.70–4.61 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Baby-faced (NIR) 3.39 0.82 1.54–5.68 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Afrocentric (NIR) 4.33 3.39 1.00–8.84 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Eurocentric (NIR) 5.28 3.42 1.02–8.87 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Feminine (NIR) 4.62 3.07 1.12–8.53 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Masculine (NIR) 4.94 3.06 1.28–8.73 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Fearful (NIR) 1.92 0.35 1.32–2.89 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Angry (NIR) 2.88 0.87 1.16–5.07 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Happy (NIR) 2.37 0.98 1.25–6.40 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Disgusted (NIR) 2.70 0.70 1.21–4.55 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Sad (NIR) 2.74 0.67 1.28–5.00 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”
Surprised (NIR) 1.77 0.36 1.18–3.10 1 “Not at all” – 9 “Extremely”

Table 4  Select FaceReader descriptive statistics from video-level 
codebook

Video level
Variable Mean SD

Percent frames coded .75 .41
Mean pain AUs .06 .06
Mean non-pain AUs .02 .03
Neutral .64 .25
Happy .16 .22
Sad .08 .13
Angry .05 .08
Surprised .02 .05
Scared .02 .04
Disgusted .05 .09
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suggesting the presence of pain signal within our videos. 
This analysis, alongside separate comparisons by video 
type (authentic, posed-unrehearsed, posed-rehearsed), are 
presented in Table 5. In sum, all the types of video clips in 
the D-PASS database included pain expression, evidenced 
by the higher quantity of pain AUs than non-pain AUs.

Are real and fake pain expressions distinguishable?

Of additional interest, we examined perceiver pain detection 
accuracy for D-PASS video clips. Previous work suggests 
untrained human perceivers struggle to discern between 
authentic and posed expressions of pain, with reported accu-
racy rates between 49% and 52% in forced choice paradigms 
(Bartlett et al., 2014; Littlewort et al., 2009). Consistent with 
past work, perceivers viewing D-PASS video clips struggled 
to discern pain authenticity with average accuracy at 49.30% 
(M = .49; SD = .12), which did not differ from chance per-
formance, t(314) = −1.05, p = .297, 95% CI [−0.02, 0.01], 
d = 0.06. Also, perceivers used the response options in the 
pain detection task (i.e., “Real” and “Fake”) with equal 
frequency, t(314) = 0.67, p = .506, 95% CI [−0.01, 0.02], 
d = 0.04.

Although untrained human perceivers struggle to discern 
real from fake pain, researchers have leveraged FACS cod-
ing (either via trained experts or automated systems like 
FaceReader) to identify differences between authentic and 
posed expressions of pain. For example, some authors argue 
that posed pain expressions tend to be more exaggerated 
than authentic pain expressions, with greater pain-related 
and non-pain-related AUs, longer peak intensity, longer 
duration, and a more sequential rather than mixed presen-
tation of facial actions (Craig et al., 1991; Hill & Craig, 
2002). These are mixed conclusions in past pain authenticity 
detection work regarding which AUs differentiate between 
authentic and posed expressions of pain. However, one of 
the more consistent effects is that the brow lowerer (AU04) 
is more frequently and more intensely displayed in posed 
(vs. authentic) pain expressions (Craig et al., 1991; Hill & 
Craig, 2002; Larochette et al., 2006; Littlewort et al., 2009).

We conducted independent samples t-tests comparing real 
and fake D-PASS videos on FaceReader outputs including 

the six basic emotion values, the neutral expression value, 
pain and non-pain aggregate scores, and all individual 
AUs available via FaceReader. We observed only four sig-
nificant differences: authentic pain expressions (relative 
to posed pain expressions) contained less anger signal 
(Mauthentic = .03; SDauthentic = .05; Mposed = .06; SDposed = .09; 
t(293.61) = −3.50, p < .001, d = 0.36) and less intense activa-
tion of AU43–eyes closed (Mauthentic = .15; SDauthentic = .24; 
Mposed = .22; SDposed = .30; t(237.04) = −2.60, p = .010, 
d = 0.30), but greater activation in AU6–cheek raiser 
(Mauthentic = .10; SDauthentic = .20; Mposed = .05; SDposed = .13; 
t(145.18) = 2.31, p = .023, d = 0.32) and AU25 – lips part 
(Mauthentic = .13; SDauthentic = .22; Mposed = .05; SDposed = .13; 
t(136.21) = 3.08, p = .002, d = 0.44)8. In partial agreement 
with past work, we found evidence of differences between 
real and fake expressions on a subset of AUs (i.e., cheek 
raiser AU06, lip part AU25, and eyes closed AU43) and 
indicators of emotionality (i.e., anger). However, there 
were notable departures from past work in that we neither 
observed an effect of brow lower (AU4; although direc-
tionally effects are aligned with past work [Mreal = .03, 
SDreal = .10; Mfake = .05, SDfake = .12]) nor consistent evi-
dence of greater pain and non-pain AU expressivity in fake 
(relative to real) expressions.

Recently, researchers have leveraged computer vision 
and machine-learning approaches to develop automated 
pain authenticity detection systems. These automated sys-
tems tend to exhibit superior pain authenticity accuracy of 
72–88% compared to human perceivers’ accuracy of 49–52% 
(Bartlett et al., 2014; Littlewort et al., 2009). Further, these 
automated systems simultaneously evaluate multiple ways 
in which real and fake expressions of pain differ from one 
another, including consideration of the dynamics of the 
expression (e.g., timing, sequence) rather than just frequency 
and intensity. Dynamics are considered by some to be more 
informative than overall output values from FACS coding 
(Bartlett et al., 2014). Specifically, Bartlett et al. (2014) lev-
eraged a computer vision system (i.e., Computer Expression 
Recognition Toolbox) to provide evidence that AU26 (jaw 

Table 5  Pain AUs vs. non-pain AUs within the D-PASS database

Video Type Pain AUs
Mean (SD)

Non-pain AUs
Mean (SD)

t df p d

Overall .06 (.06) .02 (.03) 13.53 303 <.001 0.78
Authentic videos .07 (.07) .02 (.04) 6.71 100 <.001 0.67
Posed videos (all) .06 (.06) .02 (.03) 12.30 202 <.001 0.86
Posed-unrehearsed .06 (.05) .02 (.03) 9.21 100 <.001 0.92
Posed-rehearsed .06 (.06) .02 (.03) 8.24 101 <.001 0.82

8 Degrees of freedom fluctuate due to unequal variances across 
authentic and posed pain videos.
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drop/mouth opening) is the single most useful AU in dis-
cerning real and fake pain in their study. However, no overall 
output differences emerged for AU26 between real and fake 
expressions, implying that the critical differences may be 
attributed to dynamics (e.g., duration of AU activation, time 
intervals between AU activation). Although a more compre-
hensive analysis of AU dynamics is not within the scope of 
the current work, the D-PASS database can serve researchers 
examining these topics and will enable refining and validat-
ing of existing automated pain detection systems.

Discussion and conclusion

The current work introduced a new pain authenticity data-
base, the Denver Pain Authenticity Stimulus Set (D-PASS). 
The D-PASS is composed of 315 authentic and posed pain 
videos collected from 105 unique individuals (two posed 
and one authentic from each expresser). To our knowledge, 
the D-PASS is among the largest and most racially diverse 
pain authenticity stimulus set openly accessible to academic 
researchers.

The relatively large number of stimuli allow for consid-
eration of expresser-level variability in analyses and more 
advanced statistical approaches (e.g., signal detection analy-
ses). Further, the inclusion of a large number of Black and 
White expressers enables investigations into the role of 
race in pain expression, perception, and authenticity detec-
tion. Because of the evidence of racial inequality in pain 
judgments and pain care (Bonham, 2001; Burgess et al., 
2006; Drwecki et al., 2011; Green et al., 2003; Hoffman 
et al., 2016), this resource offers opportunities for research-
ers to advance our scientific understanding of these impor-
tant racial disparities (e.g., whether perceivers exhibit less 
empathy in response to Black relative to White individuals’ 
expressions of pain; whether perceivers rate Black individu-
als’ expressions of pain as less intense than White individu-
als’; see Drwecki et al., 2011 and Mende-Siedlecki et al., 
2019 for existing examinations of these questions).

In addition to providing access to authentic and posed 
pain video clips, supporting materials including FACS met-
rics for each video (controlling for neutral images of the 
expresser), expressers’ pain threshold and pain tolerance val-
ues, mean pain detection performance by naïve perceivers 
who viewed the videos (e.g., accuracy), neutral images of 
each expresser, and face characteristic rating data for neutral 
images of each expresser (e.g., attractiveness, trustworthi-
ness) are available. These additional metrics can provide 
pilot data for novel investigations of intergroup bias (e.g., 
whether White perceivers evaluate Black expressers’ neutral 
face images as less trustworthy than White expressers), pain 
authenticity detection (e.g., whether existing automated pain 
detection systems are more accurate than human perceivers 

at discerning real from fake expressions), or questions inter-
secting intergroup and emotion sciences (e.g., whether Black 
and White individuals differ in intensity or pattern of pain 
expression). Addressing these questions is beyond the scope 
of the current manuscript, but they illustrate the promise of 
the D-PASS as a resource for future research.

Limitations

Despite many strengths, the D-PASS has several limitations. 
First, the D-PASS includes expressers who largely identified 
as Black or White. Black people in the United States are nei-
ther the only racial minority group experiencing pain treat-
ment inequities (Cintron & Morrison, 2006; Green et al., 
2003) nor the only racial minority group underrepresented 
in research resources (e.g., emotional expression stimulus 
sets). Further, the D-PASS does not include a representa-
tive sample of Black and White Americans. Expressers were 
recruited from a small college town, and most expressers 
were college students. It is possible that pain expression 
norms may vary by region, community type (urban, subur-
ban, rural), socioeconomic status, among other factors. It is 
also possible that subcultural dialects or display norms might 
independently or interactively influence pain expression and 
perception, and the D-PASS is not well suited to address 
such issues. Similarly, the D-PASS is age-restricted (range: 
17–28). Claims made from the database may not generalize 
to children or older adults. Although some pain expression 
stimulus sets do include children (Larochette et al., 2006; 
Yan et al., 2020) or older adults (Kunz et al., 2008), con-
cerns regarding stimulus numbers, racial diversity, inclusion 
of authentic and posed pain, and accessibility remain rel-
evant. In pursuit of more inclusive science practices, future 
resources should extend pain expression and pain authentic-
ity databases to include greater representation of individuals 
varied in age, race, ethnicity, gender, and other social group 
memberships (e.g., socioeconomic status).

A second limitation pertains to the severity or intensity 
of pain expressions captured. In the current work, we opted 
for a pain task that offered tight control in stimulus creation 
(e.g., surrounding environment, expectation setting), allowed 
for measurement of pain threshold and tolerance, and ena-
bled protection of human participants. The pain adminis-
tration task (i.e., pressure algometry) used in the current 
work elicits only minor and temporary painful experiences 
when compared with pain experiences incurred in a lifetime, 
in healthcare settings, or in response to injuries. Although 
pressure algometry is argued to be a valuable analogue to 
musculoskeletal pain problems (Birnie et al., 2014), tempo-
rary pain from bone pressure may be an unsatisfying parallel 
for researchers interested in examining intense expressions 
or experiences of pain (e.g., lacerations, dislocations, pain 
experienced during childbirth). Previous work indicates that 
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more intense experiences of pain (e.g., more serious inju-
ries) provide more intense expressions and thereby cues to 
authenticity (Galin & Thorn, 1993). Although it is unlikely 
researchers could ethically induce intense authentic expres-
sions of pain in the lab among healthy expressers, some 
researchers have found creative solutions to creating more 
intense pain authenticity databases. Craig et al. (1991) cre-
ated videos of patients experiencing pain while undergoing 
painful physiotherapy exercises and videos of those same 
patients faking pain, while Lloyd et al. (2022) aggregated 
images of soccer players who either experienced serious 
injury during play or were expressing feigned pain to gain 
advantage on the field (i.e., “flopping” or “diving”). Future 
research would benefit from building upon these creative 
solutions to address challenges in stimulus creation (ethi-
cal and practical) to create more intensive pain authenticity 
databases.

Conclusion

In this manuscript, we present the Denver Pain Authenticity 
Database (D-PASS) as a new resource that offers opportu-
nity to refine existing and develop novel theories in pain and 
intergroup sciences. The D-PASS videos and corresponding 
data (i.e., codebook) can be accessed by academic research-
ers at https:// digit alcom mons. du. edu/ lsdl_ dpass/1/.
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